Career Center & GAMP – Power Verbs

Accomplish Coach Demonstrate Evaluate Install Network
Achieve Collect Design Examine Institute Published
Act Commended Determine Execute Instruct Nominated
Adapt Communicate Develop Expand Integrate Obtain
Address Compete Devise Explain Interpret Operate
Administrator Compile Diagnose Facilitate Interview Originate
Advance Complete Direct Familiarize Introduce Overhaul
Advise Compose Discover Find Invent Overseer
Analyze Compute Distinguish Focus Investigate Participate
Approve Conceptualize Distribute Formulate Involve Perform
Arbitrate Conduct Diversify Generate Launch Plan
Articulate Conserve Draft Group Lead Prepare
Assemble Consolidate Edit Guide Lecture Plan
Assess Consult Educate Effect Illustrate Maintain Plan
Assist Construct Effect Illustrate Maintain Present
Attain Contribute Eliminate Implement Manage Plan
Author Control Emphasize Improve Market Plan
Balance Coordinate Enable Incorporate Measure Plan
Budget Correspond Encounter Increase Measure Plan
Build Counsel Encourage Influence Mentor Manage Plan
Catalog Create Enlist Inform Moderate Manage Plan
Chair Delegate Ensure Initiate Monitor Manage Plan
Clarify Deliver Establish Innovate Motivate Network

Personality Descriptors

Action-Driven Conscientious Dependable Ethical Professional
Adaptable Creative Effective Leader Proficient Team Leader
Communicative Customer-Driven Enthusiastic Market-Driven Team Player
Competent Dedicated Efficient Motivated Trustworthy

High-Impact Phrases

Accelerated Career Track Multi-Discipline Industry Expertise Peak Performer
Accelerating Revenue Growth Organizational Driver Performance Improvement
Aggressive Turnaround Leadership Organizational Leader Performance Management
Benchmarking Outperforming Global Competition Performance Reengineering
Best In Class Driving Customer Loyalty Initiatives Pioneering Technologies
Business Process Redesign Driving Innovation Proactive Business Leader
Business Process Reengineering Performance Improvement Proactive Manager
Capturing Cost Reductions Driving Productivity Gains Process Redesign
Catalyst for Change Emerging Business Ventures Productivity Improvement
Change Agent Outperforming Market Competition Self-Starter
Change Management Emerging International Ventures Start-up & High-Growth Organizations
Competitive Market Positioning Entrepreneurial Drive Strategic & Tactical Operations
Competitive Wins Entrepreneurial Leadership Strong & Sustainable Financial Gains
Contemporary Management Style Entrepreneurial Vision Strong & Sustainable Performance Gains
Core Competencies Executive Leadership Strong & Sustainable Productivity Gains
Creative Problem Solver Executive Liaison Strong & Sustainable Profit Gains
Cross-Culturally Sensitive Fast-Track Promotion Team Building
Cross-Functional Expertise Global Market Dominance Team Leadership
Cross-Functional Team Leadership High-Caliber Technologically Sophisticated Operations
Decisive Management Style High-Growth Top Flight Leadership Competencies
Delivering Strong and Sustainable Gains High-Impact Top Tier Executive
Direct & Decisive Organizational Leadership High-Performance Visionary Leadership
Distinguished Performance High-Quality World Class Leadership
Matrix Management PC Proficient World Class Operations
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